
Who benefits?

Ant infected by a 
parasitic Cordyceps 
fungus

http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XuKjBIBBAL8

Hot off the press in Science

“Wipfelkrankheit” 
(tree top disease) 

& viral rain

Hot off the press in Science

“Wipfelkrankheit” 
(tree top disease) 

& viral rain
wild type

disrupted

disrupted
+ replaced

The extended phenotype

Replicator: any entity of which 
accurate copies are made
E.g. Genes in biological evolution, 
ideas in cultural evolution

Vehicle: something built by 
replicators to help them survive 
and reproduce; the survival 
machinery of genes
E.g. A body, a nest
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A natural child?

Nature vs. nurture?

It must be the genes!

Drosophila larva have rover and sitter tendencies

Marla Sokolowski at U of T discovered that it 
was all due to the for gene

• Natural variation with 
forR and forS alleles

• Foraging gene is also 
related to fly memory

Or is it the environment?

Desert locusts also come in two forms, each with 
a distinct morphology, physiology, ecology and 
behaviour

Gregarious Solitary

Elephants at Addo learned their lesson



Genes and environment

Variation is ubiquitous

Differences between individuals in appearance, 
physiology, behaviour arise due to:

• genetic differences

• environmental differences

Evolution by natural selection only occurs if at least some 
of the variation is due to genetic differences

Genes and environment

Two views of development:

 

 

Genes Environment

G & E interact

Genetic basis of behaviour

fruF mutant males 
form a courtship chain

Genetic basis of behaviour

Behaviours are complex, continuous traits

They are typically polygenic traits = many underlying 
genes, each with a small effect

There is often variability due to environmental effects

It means there is underlying genetic variation which 
accounts for behavioural variation in X to some degree

What does it mean to say, 
“There is a gene for behaviour X”?



How do assess heritability?

Heritability: proportion of 
phenotypic variation due to genetic 
variation in a given population

h2 = VG/(VG + VE) 

ranges from 0 to 1

How do we measure h2 ?

e.g., parent-offspring regression, 
twin studies, pedigree data, 
selection experiments

More on heritability

When h2 is low...

Phenotypic variation is mainly influenced by 
environmental differences

e.g., genes are (nearly) fixed for 5 fingered hands, 
but some people lose fingers accidentally

When h2 is high...

Phenotypic variation is mainly influenced by 
genetic differences

e.g., eye colour in humans

Heritability is not fixed

It can vary with environment or the population measured

e.g., exposure of kids, but not parents to sun decreases 
heritability over time in the same population

WINTER: h2 = 0.7
(no one outside in sun)

SUMMER: h2 = 0.2
(only kids go to the beach)
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Methods for studying genetic influences

1. Common garden experiments: what is the phenotype 
when organisms are raised in a controlled environment?

2. Hybridization and breeding experiments

3. Mutations (“knockouts”)

4. Relatedness and twin studies: how strong is the 
correlation between genes and phenotype?

5. Artificial selection experiments: can the phenotype be 
changed if we bias breeding over many generations?

6. Behavioural genomics

To what extent is phenotypic variation 
the result of genetic differences?



1. Common garden experiments

Raise offspring of different behavioural types in a single 
environment, then measure phenotype

Any variation that emerges is caused by genetic 
differences

Example: garter snake food 
preferences assessed by feeding 
behaviour and tongue flicks

Inland population: 
rarely ate slugs

Coastal population: 
often ate slugs

1. Common garden experiments

Example: Bird migration

In 1950, blackcap warblers were 
appearing in England in the winter

Where did they come from?

H1: blackcaps lost propensity to 
migrate south

H2: blackcaps arrived from 
another population

Aside: studying migration

Emlen funnels

Ink pad on bottom, paper on sides, mesh on top

Bird in cage can see sky

Markings on paper show orientation and where 
the bird was trying to go 

1. Common garden experiments

Measured orientation of:

1. Adults wintering in England

2. Offspring from birds wintering in 
England that had never migrated



2. Hybridization studies

Cross western and eastern migratory blackcaps   

Result: hybrids orient south

Hybrids
German birds

Hungarian birds

3. Studying behavioural mutants

Can artificially cause mutations and look for an effect

Target particular genes, and make them non-functional

Example: Knockout of fosB gene in lab mice causes 
female indifference to offspring

wild type

mutant

So what does fosB do, anyway?

Both types of females have neural circuits in place to 
cause them to inspect their young

Olfactory and other stimuli (from pups) generate sensory 
receptor signals that stimulate the hypothalamus

This activates the fosB gene in certain cells...

...this single protein regulates the expression of other 
genes, leading to normal maternal care behaviour

• Wild type produce fosB protein

• Mutants do not

This week in Animal Behaviour

Lecture 4: Genes and environment I

Lecture 5: Genes and environment II 

Lecture 6: Neural and hormonal 
mechanisms

LAB 1: handouts on website!

Text chapter 3

Online paper discussion Sunday Sept. 25


